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On September 17-18, 2018, Dealmakers Forums hosted the inaugural LF Dealmakers Forum
focused on litigation finance. The invitation-only event was attended by a sold-out crowd of
approximately 200 thought leaders in litigation finance, as well as in-house and outside
counsel, and other key decision-makers in the industry. Over the course of the 1 ½ day event,
participants took part in interactive panel discussions, productive networking events, and 1-to1 business meetings.
The event kicked off Monday morning with a keynote speech by Ashby Jones, chief of the law
bureau for the Wall Street Journal, who spoke about the state and future of litigation finance in
the context of its short history (less than 10 years old) and rapid emergence in terms of the
amount of capital raised. In Ashby’s talk, he indicated that although initially skeptical about
the future of litigation finance, there is no longer any doubt that it is a powerful tool within
the legal industry. He stated that in his opinion, the recent NYSBA opinion regarding litigation
financing was not a “good” opinion and that the regulatory issues, and in particular the
movement to disclosure, was the biggest challenge facing this emerging industry. (Note: For
more extensive coverage of the keynote, see articles from Above the Law and Litigation
Finance Journal, available on our event website at LFDealmakersForum.com.)
The first panel of the morning, “The Claim is King: Analysis of a Thriving Litigation Finance
Market,” discussed the capital raised by the industry (approximately $9B) and some of the

Surprisingly candid panel discussions with leading financiers,
executives, academics and attorneys provided invaluable insight
through topical debate. The LF Dealmakers Forum really delivered
on all fronts from the opening keynote to the closing remarks.
– Brian Haan, Partner, Lee Sheikh Megley & Haan
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factors driving the market, including the fact that young attorneys, who can no longer expect
to become partners in a predetermined number of years, are looking to litigation finance to
help build their careers. This is in contrast to general counsels, who generally see the product
as too risky to introduce into their corporate environment (and careers). Some of the panelists
indicated that they thought artificial intelligence (AI) and big data could play a role in the
future by predicting outcomes of claims.
During the second panel, “Art of the Deal: From Origination to Risk to ROI,” the specifics of
deals and mechanics of closing them – along with the difficulties in actually closing on
funding – were discussed by the panelists in surprising detail. Funders indicated that they
typically fund less than 10% of the claims presented to them, but the percentage funded after
being selected for due diligence is significantly higher. The 10:1 ratio, in which a single case
would only be funded to the level of 1/10 of the anticipated recovery was presented, noting
that for portfolios there were looser constraints. It was noted that pricing is not driven by
subject matter, rather by the anticipated recovery. The panelists also touched upon various
mechanisms funders use to terminate funding, and the issue of careful budgeting to avoid
running out of money was highlighted. Sensitivity to attorney-client work product was
emphasized, and the need to isolate the funder from those materials was discussed.
Disclosure of funding was seen to be very problematic for the claim holder, and likely to be
used by the defendant to explore ways to derail the litigation or spoil the economics of the
financing.

This was the “go-to” conference for litigation funding. The speakers
were prepared, the content was strong, and the participants wanted
to connect with each other.
— Collin Cox, Partner, Yetter Coleman LLP
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The third panel of the morning, entitled “Deconstructing Legal, Ethical and Regulatory Issues”
illustrated the issues facing the litigation finance industry and how those issues may result in
additional regulation and a movement for adopting disclosure. Again, the NYSBA opinion was
not seen as “good” in part because it did not distinguish between loans and other types of
financing. There was a sense from the panel that there was a movement towards disclosure,
and that if disclosure were required, the “Polster” approach would be adequate, in which the
disclosure is made to the court ex parte and in camera, with the purpose of allowing the court
to affirm that there is not conflict and that the funder exercises no control over the matter.
The panel agreed that disclosure should not be used to discourage the use of litigation finance,
and that the NYSBA opinion, although not “good” would not affect the demand for litigation
finance.
After the networking luncheon, the “Case Studies: MagCorp Bankruptcy and IP Litigation” panel
looked at the well-known MagCorp bankruptcy case and an anonymized IP litigation case. The
discussion around the MagCorp case centered on the need for capital given the stakes and
duration of the litigation, and how the MagCorp trustee was able to utilize litigation finance to
hedge against appellate risk and guarantee a minimum recovery to creditors. The use of
litigation finance in an IP case was discussed in detail, with the funder indicating how they had
capped their return and kept the company from “shooting for the stars” to avoid increasing the
risk inordinately. The fact that the IP case involved multiple patents was highlighted, with the
funder noting that they “don’t do single patent cases” because the risk is simply too high.

The LF Dealmakers Forum was an outstanding event. It was very
well orchestrated, and the opportunities to network with the most
influential individuals in the field was superb.
— Monty Austin, Director, Patent Monetization, IBM
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The “Sharing Risk & Reward: Best Practices in Client-Law Firm Partnerships” panel discussed
the “C-Suite challenge” of getting corporations to use litigation finance. The relationship of
litigation finance to alternative fee arrangements was discussed, and a specific example of
how litigation finance was used in an international corporate litigation was explored. The
point was made that discussing financing was important to a corporation and having funding
entities assess the case was important feedback to the corporation. In other words, failure to
obtain funding may indicate to a law firm that the case is not appropriate for contingency and
may signal to the corporate claim holder that they should attempt to settle.
In the last panel of the day, “Corporate Perspectives on Litigation Finance: Challenges and
Opportunities” the role of litigation finance in the C-suite was further explored, noting that
while the GC and CFO were the decision makers for litigation finance, litigation can be a
difficult topic for the C-suite, and that they occasionally needed to be “calmed down.” The fact
that litigation funding prevents the litigation costs from hitting the bottom line, an obvious
advantage for publicly traded companies, was noted.
The second day of the event, Tuesday, kicked off with the “Beyond the Case: Evolving Legal
Finance Models” panel, where speakers representing a diverse range of organizations,
discussed where we are in the life cycle of the asset class, with the panel agreeing we were
just at the start. It was noted that the litigation financing entities are becoming more
sophisticated, and that the secondary market is important because it allows for creativity.

I found the LF Dealmakers Conference an extremely valuable
opportunity to both learn more about LF from experienced
professionals (growth and trends) and to network.
– David J. Bates, Chairman & CEO, Xtone, Inc.
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The issue of how ethical concerns could impact the secondary market was discussed and a
perspective of “exponential growth” and the possibility of “exponential regulation” in the LF
market was shared.
Tuesday’s second panel, “Leveraging Insurance to Mitigate Legal Risk” started off by exploring
the UK government use of insurance and the resulting deficit that resulted in, setting the
stage for more advanced insurance models and how insurance and litigation finance were
related.
The final panel of the conference, entitled “The Rise of International Arbitration Finance”
addressed how litigation finance is being used, and can be used in arbitration cases, and in
particular how large claims against a state are a good candidate for litigation finance. The fact
that costs (which the panelists felt should be “fully reasoned”) were typically awarded and
how that makes litigation finance more attractive was noted. It was pointed out that conflicts
of interest were more commonplace in arbitration – because arbiters typically also serve as
counsel – was noted. The issue of disclosure and how disclosure is being treated in the ICCAQueen Mary Task Force was discussed, and there was a general feeling from the panel that
there would be continued push for disclosure in international arbitration.

This program was a comprehensive assessment of the state of
litigation finance today. The content was outstanding, the
speakers were great and most every player in the litigation
finance field was there. It is a can’t miss opportunity!
— Ed Reilly, Founder and Principal of Themis Legal Capital
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